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AEA Officer Named “Citizen of the
Year” in Lakewood

T

he Lakewood Chamber
of Commerce has chosen
Lakewood Township MUA
Executive Director Justin
Flancbaum as one of three Citizens
of the Year for 2015. Mr. Flancbaum
is treasurer and member of the AEA
Executive Committee. Mr. Flancbaum
and his co-honorees will be honored
at a dinner at the Eagle Ridge Golf
Club on Oct. 29. Mr. Flancbaum was
named executive director in 2009. He

is responsible for overseeing the functioning of the authority, as well as coordinating, when necessary, with the
township, county, and the state. Since
his appointment, Mr. Flancbaum has
spearheaded numerous projects and
expansions in order to reduce costs
and improve customer service, in an
effort to implement the long-term
vision of the authority’s commissioners. Under his direction, the authority
has modernized technology and water
treatment and streamlined the organization. Among his achievements have
been the expansion of the automated
industrial control system, integraContinues on page 4
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Executive Director Justin Flancbaum

AEA convenes its Annual Meeting
and Conference Nov. 17 and 18

P

eople make our events a
priority because through
AEA they learn, share and
connect. I am proud to let
you know of another opportunity
to do that at this year’s conference
on Nov. 17 and 18th at Caesar’s in
Atlantic City. The conference theme
focuses on the big question, “What’s
Next?” Experts from many fields will
be on hand to give their take on the
question. See www.aeanj.org for the
conference materials.
At 11:30 on Tuesday, Nov. 17, join
Continues on page 2
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President’s Message
AEA convenes its Annual Meeting
and Conference Nov. 17 and 18
Continued from page 1

our Professional Development Committee for a special pre-conference
event. This managers’ lunch will
include a discussion of professional
development issues, both from the
manager’s point of view and from that
of the operator or professional interested in enhancing his or her career.
Attendees will hear an introductory
presentation from Claire Baldwin,
a succession-planning expert. The
luncheon gives AEA membership a
chance to get to know the committee members and hear about its new
mentoring program, which more than
25 mentors and mentees have already
begun participating in. Note that this
event is not part of the full conference
registration price. Separate registration required.
The conference formally kicks
off with the Autumn Reception at 6
p.m. Meet the speakers, other AEA
members, and the sponsors who make
so many AEA events possible.
After continental breakfast, we
will have a brief business meeting,
when we will present our slate for
the Executive Committee and board
members. This year the faces will
be familiar, for the most part. I am
pleased that Dennis Palmer, Dave
Harpell, Justin Flancbaum and Rick
Dovey have agreed to be on the slate
of officers and that Richard Brand can
continue on our board. We will be
welcoming Richard W. Watson, Director, Department of Water Pollution
Control, Hamilton Township as our
newest municipal category representative on the board. He replaces Frank
Lorito, of Parsippany-Troy Hills, who
retired in September.
You will note a change in the voting procedure. In October, we will be
in touch with every member organiza2 AEA-NJ Fall Newsletter

By Mike Ruppel
tion asking that a “voting delegate”
be selected. We are doing this to align
our practices more closely with our
bylaws, which call for one voting
representative from each member
organization. Of those attending the
annual meeting, only those who are
“Voting Delegates” will be eligible
to vote. You can expect to hear from
Peggy and Karen about this via email
in October.
Here is a quick summary of the
rest of the agenda:
Ethics. Joseph Maraziti, chair
of the AEA Ethics Committee, will
update us on the ethics initiative the
committee and the board are preparing.
A Short History of Water. James
Salzman, a law professor from Duke
University, will remind us where
we came from, offering a look at the
history of drinking water from 3,500
years ago to the Safe Drinking Water
Act.
What’s New at the DCA
Division of Local Government
Services? Timothy J. Cunningham,
new Director of the Division of Local
Government Services, will tell attendContinued on page 4

Executive Director’s Message
AEA Advocacy Takes Many Forms

O

ther organizations in the
water/wastewater sector
focus on the professional
“health and well being,”
so to speak, of the individual. AEA is
focused on the health and well being
of the organizations that belong to
our association. While we provide
continuing education that helps people
maintain their professional qualifications, we also are active in ways that
help the member organizations stay
strong.
AEA so-called regular members
are all types of authorities – county,
regional, and municipal authorities,
sewerage authorities and improvement authorities. AEA so-called
“municipal” members are water and
sewer departments or utilities within
municipal governments. (I should note
that municipal utilities authorities or
MUAs do NOT fall under the “municipal” category. They are classified
as regular members.) Utilities authorities, sewerage authorities, municipal
departments and municipal utilities/
departments are all service models
for public ownership and/or operation
of water, wastewater and solid waste
services.
AEA articulates the value of the
public model in general and the value
of the authority model in particular.
One example of how we do that is by
corresponding directly with communities. We recently wrote to the City
of Bridgeton, which was considering
selling its water and sewer system.
We commended them for addressing
the long-term economic and environmental well being of the City. A
team of AEA volunteers reviewed the
city’s budget and systems’ violations
histories and came up with general
recommendations for addressing the
water and sewer systems needs, which
we outlined in the letter as well. We

provided some example case histories
of effective asset management, and
we reminded them of the full range of
options available to them as they consider the future of their system. These
options include partnering with other
public systems or creating formal
public-public partnerships. Here is an
excerpt from our letter:
We think it is important to note
that as calls for upgrade of the State’s
water infrastructure crisis have
increased lately, investor-owned
water and wastewater utilities have
recognized a business opportunity.
American Water and Aqua American,
for example, tell investors that their
business goals are focused on acquiring public water and wastewater
systems. Unfortunately, the marketing
narrative that investor-owned utilities
use tends to suggest they are the only
viable, competent provider of service.
Investor-owned utilities used this
marketing narrative recently to win
the enactment of a law that makes
it far easier to privatize. They even
inserted their marketing narrative
into the title of the bill – the “Water
Infrastructure Protection Act.” The
bill’s title implied and created the
impression, wrongly, that privatization is either always the best or even
the only solution. AEA would like to
decouple the two notions behind this
narrative: Investor-owned utilities
do not provide the only answer to the
problem. We urge [you] to decouple
the two concepts as well as [you]
consider your options.
In another instance, we met with
the staff and leaders of an authority
being considered for dissolution. We
offered some recommendations management matters, public perception
and transparency, and the relationship
with the municipality. We assisted
them in their search for a new execuAEA-NJ Fall Newsletter 3

By Peggy Gallos
tive director.
I am often asked to “coach”
executive directors or superintendents
individually when talk of dissolution
and/or sale arises. AEA has become
the repository for best practices and
information that can help public systems survive. We have data about how
communities have fared after dissolving their authorities. We can point out
the municipalities that have rejected
dissolution. We have found patterns of
faulty logic and overly optimistic assumptions in financial analyses done
in connection with dissolution, which
we can share, and we can also provide
rate comparisons between private and
public systems.
We advocate to regulators on our
members behalf. Two recent examples
of that: We wrote to the NJ Department of Community Affairs Division of Local Government Services
providing comments about its budget
forms and questionnaire. Note that
Tim Cunningham, new DLGS director, will be speaking at our conference
on Nov. 18. We forwarded to the NJ
Department of Environmental Protection a letter providing comment on the
proposed emergency guidance for the
Industrial Pre-treatment Program.
Continued on page 5

AEA convenes its Annual Meeting and
Conference
Continued from page 2

ees about himself and the latest from
the Division.
The Leading Edge of Distributed Infrastructure. Ed Clerico, P.E.,
of Natural Systems Utilities, will discuss several DI projects, building- and
district-scale, that represent the leading edge of an approach to sustainable
design that combines conservation
of water and energy conservation,
renewable energy production, and
reduced pollutant discharges.
Hardening the Nation’s 5th
Largest Treatment Facility. A
representative from the Passaic Valley
Sewerage Commission, will discuss
the catastrophic damages from Superstorm Sandy and how he and his staff
of 500 have been working to build
the resilience of a facility that serves

approximately 3 million residents of
Essex, Passaic, Hudson, Morris and
Bergen Counties, and the tri-state
region.
Saltwater Inundation and
Infrastructure. Sal DePrisco, Mitigation Program Specialist with the Port
Authority of NYNJ Office of Emergency Management, will discuss how
to recognize and remediate salt damage. He will also discuss PANYNJ-led
efforts to bring attention to this matter
and to create future standards aimed
at helping guide responses to saltwater inundation.
New Tools for Forecasting
Flooding and More. Stevens Institute
of Technology in Hoboken is engaged
in useful and interesting work relating
to flooding, pollution
and forecasting.
www.tandmassociates.com
Nickitas Georgas, Ph.D. will discuss

this work, specifically inundation
forecasting for the Port Authority of
NYNJ, the pollutant tracking TRACES service, and estuarine saltwater
intrusion for drinking water intakes.
What If I Ran a System and
No One Would Work There? AEA
member public utilities seem to be
increasingly challenged when it comes
to finding qualified or trainable staff.
A panel including Carol M. Broccoli,
RU Office of Continuing Professional
Education, Bernard Bujak, director
of finance at the South Monmouth
RSA and Justin Flancbaum, executive
director of the Lakewood Township
MUA, will discuss strategies for filling gaps in staffing and what today’s
job market is like.
Following the panel, at about 4
p.m., we close the gathering with a
reception, a chance to catch those
you have not been able to speak with,
pass along a business card, or plan a
follow-up meeting. I hope to see you
in November!

YOUR GOALS. OUR MISSION.
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Year” in Lakewood
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tion of operational security, and the
remote metering program. Before
coming to the MUA, Mr. Flancbaum
was vice president of a Lakewood real
estate development and construction
company for 11 years. He is a member
of several boards related to water
purveyance as well as a member of
the Lakewood Industrial Commission, which markets and oversees all
township-owned properties within the
Lakewood Industrial Park, which is
the second largest in New Jersey.
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AEA Advocacy Takes
Many Forms
Continued from page 3

You can read both letters by visiting the Member
Content section of the AEA website, on the E-News/
Document Library page.
We advocate and educate legislators, as well. In
September, we met with the chief of staff of Assemblyman Wayne D’Angelo about his bill requiring all water
rates be charged on a consumption basis. We explained
the many technical difficulties with compliance and
how consumption-based rates are a disincentive to
proper maintenance of infrastructure, and we offered to
help the Assemblyman develop a bill that could focus
on water conservation.
Through AEA, the public providers of water/
wastewater/solid waste utility service, whether they are
authorities or utility departments within a municipal
government, have a voice.
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New Rules Affect Cost and Risk in Linear
Construction Projects
Our on-going risk management series is being set aside for this issue of Authority View while we take a look at another
insurance and contract-related matter: soil remediation matters related to linear construction. Recent amendments to the
local public contracts law potentially place new burdens and costs on you when you are doing sewer/water line and other
types of linear construction projects. In one article that follows, attorney Joanne Vos explains recent soil-related amendments. In the second article, risk management expert John Campanile discusses due diligence and other aspects of the new
requirements.

Local Public
Contracts Law
Requirements
Associated with
Contaminated Soil

By Joanne Vos, Esq.

E

ntities conducting linear
construction projects are not
liable for the remediation of
any contamination encountered (unless the entity caused the
contamination or is otherwise responsible for it). However, the material
must still be addressed by the entity
during the project. It must be excavated, handled, tested, transported, possibly stored and ultimately disposed
of – a potentially costly endeavor.
This article discusses how those costs
are addressed if the entity conducting
the linear construction project (or any
such public work) did not anticipate
encountering such contaminated soils

and thus did not include line items for
such work in its bid packet.
In 2012, the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
published “Linear Construction Technical Guidance” in order to establish
practices to be utilized in the event
that contaminated soils are encountered during the implementation of
linear construction projects. Following the publication of the guidance,
the Local Public Contracts Law was
amended to require bid packets to include certain documentation relating
to the condition of on-site soils. As a
result of that amendment, contracting
agencies must include price line items
to account for soil testing and soil
disposal. The requisite documents,
specifications, and other information
which must be provided by a contracting agency in a Request for Bids
(“RFB”) for certain types of contracts
are set forth in N.J.S.A. 40A:11-23.1.
Where a contracting agency requests
bids for the “erection, alteration or
repair of a building, structure, facility
or other improvement to real property,” the bid packet must include, for
example, a document for the bidder
to acknowledge receipt of any notice
with respect to the bid documents, a
form listing the documents that the
contracting agency requires with
the bid submission, and a statement
indicating whether a law enforcement
officer will be required for the project
which is the subject of the RFB.
With the amendment of N.J.S.A.
40A:11-23.1, contracting agencies are
also required to include the following
in a bid packet if the project at issue
would require the removal of any
soil from the site: any documentation
6 AEA-NJ Fall Newsletter

regarding the “known soil conditions”
at the site, including soil test results
and known information pertaining to
whether the project is located on a site
with “historical or suspected contamination.” Wherever this requirement is
applicable, the bid packet must include
a line item allowance for soil testing
and disposal of contaminated soils,
which cost is significantly higher
than the cost for disposal of clean
soils. The amendment to the LPCL
also included the addition of N.J.S.A.
40A:11-23.1a, which provision allows
for the approval of a change order
under certain circumstances. If a
site does not have known historic or
suspected contamination or if the contracting agency has failed to include
in its bid packet the requisite information pertaining to soil conditions
and contaminated soil discovered on
site cannot be disposed of in accordance with the proposal submitted
by the successful bidder (i.e., for the
submitted estimate), the contracting
agency “shall” approve of a change
order to account for any “additional,
reasonable costs, as determined by
the contracting unit, required to test
and dispose of contaminated soil.” In
short, the contracting agency has little
discretion in approving a change order
for such unexpected additional costs.
The agency must include information pertaining to known on-site
soil conditions and the appropriate
price line item in the bid packet in
these instances: where the contract
calls for the erection, alteration or
repair of a building, structure or
facility; or where the contract calls for
an improvement to real property; and
Continues on page 7

Continued from page 6

where the project requires soil removal. Since the LPCL does not define the
term, “improvement to real property,”
the scope of potential applicability of
this requirement is expansive and can
run the gamut from “small” building/
structure repair projects to significant
construction projects, including the
type of linear construction projects
addressed in the Guidance. Contracting agencies should examine carefully
the specifications for each project and
conduct, to some reasonable extent,
documentary due diligence pertaining
to soil conditions on the project site
before bid solicitations are published.
About the Writer. Joanne Vos is a
partner in Maraziti Falcon, a law firm
based in Short Hills. To reach Joanne,
call 973-912-9008.

Insurance Needs
Related to Linear
Construction
Projects

By John J. Campanile

B

efore doing a linear
construction project, that
is, a project which involves
construction and development to create, maintain or alter a
roadway, railroad or utility, the entity

conducting the project must address
project, there are insurance issues that
the possibility of soil contamination,
extend to additional parties such as
properly preparing the bid docuthe environmental consultant and/or
ments and conducting a level of due
LSRP conducting the “due diligence,”
diligence-research about the soil
and the contractors working on behalf
conditions. Manage risks associated
of the authority or contracting entity
with a linear construction project are
(hereafter called the Service Providsimilar to that of other projects.
ers). Here are some of the additional
You must find out if the project
considerations resulting from the
site includes one or more contamiNJDEP guidance document:
nated
properties. As
The contractors (inclusive of subcontractors
most
of any tier) should have contractor’s pollution
of the
liability insurance with a combined single limit of
locations
$1 million per occurrence/$2,000,000 aggregate.
you (or
your
contractor) will
be working at are most likely utility
In addition to the standard insureasements, you may have records
ance coverage i.e. general liability
that will provide some environmenincluding operations and completed
tal information regarding the site.
operations, workers compensation,
The NJDEP guidance on this matter
commercial auto and umbrella for the
recommends the following:
service providers the environmental
consultant/LSRP should in addition
There are numerous readily
have professional liability (errors and
available sources of information
omissions) insurance with minimum
regarding the operational history
limits of $1 million per occurrence/$1
and environmental conditions of
million aggregate. There should be no
real property in New Jersey such
exclusion for “pollution.” The conas regulatory database vendors,
tractors (inclusive of subcontractors
historical aerial photographs,
of any tier) should have contractor’s
historical topographic maps,
pollution liability insurance with a
Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps,
combined single limit of $1 million
City Directories, etc. and Departper occurrence/$2,000,000 aggregate.
ment files. The person conducting
Some members have limited
a linear construction project
coverage available under their current
should conduct sufficient due
“environmental policy” however,
diligence to determine what is
because of the limitations of that
known about the properties
coverage, close scrutiny is advised.
that will be transected by the proSome of the concerns include:
posed linear construction project,
and compile this information in a
Possible low or no coverage for
format that supports the developon-site pollution events unrelated to
ment of material management
the service providers.
plans, permit applications, and
Possible low coverage due to ocefforts to update project budgets
currence and aggregate policy limits
to accommodate management of
for on-site claims caused by Service
regulated material.
Providers working on your sites.
Coordination of your coverage with
If the site will generate more
the Service Providers, in some cases
than 200 cubic yards of contaminated
their coverage becomes a deductible
soil for fill or disposal during the
for you whether or not the Service
Continues on page 8
duration of the linear construction
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Insurance Needs Related to Linear
Construction Projects
Continued from page 7

provider policy pays on your behalf.
Diminished third-party property value, natural resource damages (damage
to public property-groundwater) fines
and penalties and punitive damages
are excluded or limited.
Completed operations. In some
cases coverage ceases when the
operations are complete. Therefore,
completed operations coverage is
required once the job is complete.
Payment for emergency actions
prevent or mitigate pollution conditions have restrictive time requirements limited to days and hours from
the initial discharge and your emergency response.
Low sub-limit on legal defense
costs.
Low aggregated policy limits for
multiple insureds diluting limits.
Possible low or no disposal site
coverage and limits. Errors in disposal
can be tracked back to generator.
Possible low or no Limited
transportation of hazardous material
coverage
Stanford Risk Management Services, Inc. is working with a broker
and insurance company and will be
presenting a supplemental environmental policy that will complement
and fill in the potential gaps referenced above.
Even with a supplemental policy
it would be wise to supplement the authority’s coverage through the service
providers’ policies. In addition to the
standard insurance discussed above
the service providers coverage should
be expanded to include loss arising
from any waste or any products or
materials transported, shipped, or
delivered via auto, aircraft, mobile
equipment, watercraft, rolling stock
or any other transportation mode, to
a location beyond the boundaries of
worksite.The service provider’s pollution liability insurance should include
endorsement providing non-owned

disposal coverage if they are arranging for the selection of the disposal
site.
In addition to the above, any testing labs used to determine hazardous
or non-hazardous nature of tested
materials should evidence coverage
for professional errors and omissions
with minimal limits of $1 million each
occurrence/$1 million aggregate.
It is critical that all parties
performing work for the authority be
engaged via a formal written contact
that details the responsibilities and the

risk management/insurance obligations discussed in previous articles.
In the continuing risk management
series, we will discuss the contractual element of the risk management
process in greater detail.
About the Writer. John J. Campanile
is an insurance professional with
Stanford Risk Management Services.
For a copy of the NJDEP Linear Construction Technical Guidance document, please contact John Campanile
at john@srmsinc.com.
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Tame The Wild West by Preventing The
Hoarding of Unused Sewer Capacity

N

either the government nor
private parties may hoard
unused sewer capacity
to stymie development
permitted by zoning. Although the
New Jersey Supreme Court recently
reminded us of this in 388 Route 22
Readington Realty Holdings, LLC
v. Township of Readington, 221 N.J.
318 (2015), it is not new, but rather a
continuation of a general theme in the
law that favors productive permitted
use of land over that of stagnation.
More than 23 years ago, the
New Jersey Supreme Court held that
municipalities are prohibited from
improperly delegating access to the
public sewer system “to private landowners who, by purchasing permits
could prevent other owners from
developing their land.” First Peoples
Bank of New Jersey v. Township of
Medford, 126 N.J. 413, 420-21 (1991).
In order to prevent the occurrence of
the “wild west” by allowing private
developers to hoard purchased sewer
capacity that was not being utilized
and thereby “preventing otherwisepermissible land use development”
or allowing developers to sell unused
sewer capacity to some, but not others, the New Jersey Supreme Court
requires a level playing field, and
municipal ordinances must contain
a mechanism that permits the repurchase of unused sewer capacity.
That mechanism needs to be detailed
and, after the ordinance is adopted,
municipal inaction that prevents the
repurchase and reallocation of unused
sewer capacity to otherwise viable
and permissible development is tantamount to an improper delegation of
land-use authority to private entities.
Therefore, it is important for municipalities that have sold sewer capacity
to developers to periodically review
the amount of unused sewer capacity
that exists and to have ordinances
in place that provide a detailed and
specific mechanism that provide for

how that unused sewer capacity may
be repurchased for viable development
that complies with existing zoning.
In 388 Route 22 Readington
Realty Holdings, LLC v. Township
of Readington, 221 N.J. 318 (2015),
decided in May of this year, the
Township of Readington sold sewer
capacity to private entities in order
to finance the expansion of its plant
capacity. While most of the sewer
allocation agreements contained
a provision allowing the township
to exercise the option to terminate
the sewer allocation agreement if
construction had not commenced
within two years of the date of the
agreement, the township chose not to
exercise that option when requested
by the plaintiff. Additionally, one
defendant, Merck Sharpe & Dohme
Corporation had an agreement with
the township that did not contain the
aforementioned option, had tied-up
unused sewer capacity for 15 years
and represented “44 percent of the
entire capacity yielded from Readington’s portion of the authority’s plant
expansion.” Id. at 329. Although the
township had an ordinance providing
for the methodology of recapturing
unused sewer capacity for new landowners or new development, which
was found by the Court to be valid
on its face, the township’s inaction to
recapture unused sewer capacity for
plaintiff’s project “suggests that the
township had effectively delegated its
land-use authority to private entities.”
Id. at 347. Therefore, as applied, the
township’s inaction was tantamount
to an improperly imposed sewer
moratorium. The Court held: “Private
parties do not have a right to hoard
unused sewer capacity indefinitely
and therefore effectively impose a
moratorium on development. As
a best practice, we suggest that the
township maintain updated records
on the unused capacity held by private
parties so that it can exercise its disAEA-NJ Fall Newsletter 9

By Brent T. Carney
cretion, when necessary, with current
information. In addition, a property
owner seeking capacity should have
access to data that is necessary to
making an informed decision whether
to proceed with a development plan.”
Id.
There are different methodologies
that can be applied for the repurchase
of unused sewer capacity and to allow
its sale to a party that is likely to put
that capacity to use in the near future.
For example, our firm has drafted
ordinances that provide for a pro-rata
share repurchase of the difference
between sewer capacity sold to developers and the actual use of that sewer
capacity, allowing for sound engineering practice, with the funds for the
repurchase to be paid by the applicant.
Such an ordinance includes certain
notice provisions and requires that the
repurchase occur from a project for
which site plan approval was obtained
and construction is complete or from
projects for which site plan approval
was obtained, but the project has been
abandoned. Ordinances may include
other temporal components such as a
specific time frame for the use of the
sewer capacity before the municipalContinues on page 10

AEA Takes Leadership Role at Business Forum

AEA President Mike Ruppel and Kleinfelder’s Jim Cosgrove offered other leaders in state government and business their
perspective on water/wastewater infrastructure. They both pointed out how taking sewer and water funds hurts infrastructure and, in turn, the state’s economy. Mike said that local decision-makers need better understanding of how water and
wastewater systems are operated and responsibly managed.

Preventing The Hoarding of Unused Sewer
Capacity
Continued from page 9

ity has the option to utilize the unused
portion for repurchase. At the end
of the day, however, it is important
that the municipality retain sufficient
control for the repurchase of sewer
capacity in a fair manner if it has

sold sewer capacity to developers not
only for the potential new development within its permitted zoning, but
also for its own municipal projects,
affordable housing projects, to remedy
emergency situations such as failing
septic systems, and other uses that
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promote the general welfare of the
public.
About the writer. Brent Carney is a
partner with the AEA member law
firm, Maraziti Falcon. Reach him at
bcarney@mfhenvlaw.com.

An Overview of the Power of Eminent Domain
By Dennis A. Estis and John J. Reilly

T

here are times when
sewerage authorities need to
acquire additional land for
their operations and cannot
convince the owners of that property
to sell to the authority at a fair price.
Sewerage and utility authorities in
New Jersey, like other governmental
entities, have the power of eminent
domain to take private property in
condemnation proceedings if it is for a
public purpose.
Eminent domain is the inherent
power of the sovereign to take private
property. It is limited by the Federal
and New Jersey State Constitutions,
in that the taking must be for a “public
use” and “just compensation” must be
paid. The taking is for a public use or
purpose when it is reasonably necessary to further a statutory purpose of
that authority. Just compensation is
the amount of money that will make
the property owner whole given the
condition of the property in question
in order to put the owner in the same
position monetarily as if there had not
been a taking, but a sale between a
willing buyer and a willing seller.
Just compensation is the fair
market value of the real property. If
an authority acquires only a portion
of the property, just compensation is
either the difference between the fair
market value of the property before
and after the taking or the value of the
part taken and damages, if any, to the
remainder of the property, i.e. the part
not taken. Generally, just compensation is determined as of the date of the
filing of the condemnation complaint.
Prior to filing a condemnation action,
the authority is required to conduct
“bona fide negotiations” with the
record owner. At a minimum, this
includes making an offer in writing
in the full amount of the authority’s
approved appraisal and providing a
copy of the appraisal report to the
owner. Courts strictly construe the
requirement of bona fide negotiations

against the condemnor. The condemnation action will be dismissed if the
authority fails to conduct bona fide
negotiations.
If the bona fide negotiations
breakdown, the authority would need
to commence a condemnation action
by filing a complaint in the Superior
Court of New Jersey, Law Division,
in the county where the property is
located. The court will then enter
an order that the owner must show
cause why a final judgment should not
be entered holding that the authority had properly exercised its power
of eminent domain and appointing
three condemnation commissioners
to determine just compensation. At
the time that the order to show cause
is heard, the owner will have the opportunity to challenge the taking.
If there is no objection to the taking or the court rejects any challenge
made to the taking, the court then will
appoint three condemnation commissioners (very often two attorneys and
one realtor from that county) to hold
a hearing to determine just compensation. The authority is required to
present its case to prove the valuation,
while the owner can choose to put on
a case or not. The owner is required
to “appear” at the hearing if it should
decide to appeal from the commissioners’ award and request an actual
trial. Either party can demand a jury

Dennis A. Estis

John J. Reilly

Continues on page 13

DENNIS A. ESTIS

Partner, Litigation Department
Chair, Construction Practice Group
T: 732.476.2510
F: 732.476.2511

destis@greenbaumlaw.com
Woodbridge | Roseland
www.greenbaumlaw.com
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“Password” is NOT a Good
Password… and Other Useful Tips
Here are some tips from a brochure
entitled, “Easy Tricks for Creating
a Strong Password,” created by the
Center for Internet Security:

of a certain pattern on the keyboard
such as a “W” or a square. (But don’t
use “straight arrow” patterns like
“Asdfgh.”)

Avoid the word “password,” or
“12345,” or anything that can be easily guessed.
Names associated with you and your
family, e.g. “Marshall1968,” are easily
guessed too.

If the site allows, create emoticons by
using symbols to “draw.” For example,
: - ) is a smiley face.

Avoid passwords that are too short,
even if they mix letters and numbers,
e.g. “F1avoR.”
Characteristics of strong passwords:
They are long, mix upper and lower
case letters, numbers and symbols.
They contain no reference to personal
information nor to dictionary words.
To create a strong password, use a
phrase and incorporate shortcuts
codes or acronyms. For example:
“2BorNot2B,” “L8r_L8rNot2d@y,” or
“4Skor&7yrs@go.”

The Center for Internet Security, Inc.
(CIS) is a 501c3 nonprofit organization
focused on enhancing the cybersecurity readiness and response of public
and private sector entities. Its MSISAC is a focal point for cyber threat
prevention, protection, response and
recovery for the nation’s state, local,
tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments. Membership is free. Many
New Jersey authorities are members.
For more information, visit http://msisac.cisecurity.org/.

Use passwords with acronym elements but customized to specific
sites: “ABT2_uzAMZ!” (About to use
Amazon) or “ABT2_uz_BoA!”(About
to use Bank of America).
Play with your keyboard. For example, use the letters and numbers
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Hanover Township SA Gives Tour

Germain Garcias discuss the CCTV inspection system that Township of Hanover
SA uses as part of its asset management program.

Township of Hanover SA Executive
Director Mike Wynne takes township
officials and members of the public on
a tour of his facility. This is an annual
event.

An Overview of the Power of Eminent Domain
Continued from page 11

trial. At the trial, the award by the
commissioners is a nullity and their
conclusion is not admissible. The
issue of just compensation can be
settled at any time and most cases
settle prior to trial.
The authority may also file and
record a declaration of taking (which
is the authority’s “deed” for the property taken) and deposit into court the
full amount of its offer. Upon doing
so, title to and the right to immediate
possession of the property vests in the
authority. The owner can then apply
to withdraw the funds from court
while still contesting that the amount
of just compensation is greater than
the amount deposited into court. A
statutory provision applicable to
sewerage authorities (but not to utility
authorities) also requires that when
depositing into court the amount of

the offer, the sewerage authority must
also establish and maintain a trust
fund with a bank or trust company in
an amount at least equal to the amount
deposited into court in order to secure
the payment of the just compensation
ultimately determined. If the just
compensation is less than the amount
of money deposited into court plus
that deposited in the bank’s trust
fund, the authority then keeps the difference. In the event that the taking
displaces an occupant from a home or
business, the authority will also have
to provide relocation assistance and
benefits prior to being able to obtain
physical possession of the property.
Just compensation assumes that the
property is environmentally remediated. If the property is environmentally
contaminated, the court may keep
on deposit the amount of the estimated cleanup costs (called a Suydam
AEA-NJ Fall Newsletter 13

escrow). The escrow amount remains
on deposit pending determination
of the owner’s liability in a separate
environmental cost recovery action,
or however the issue is otherwise
resolved.
The foregoing is not intended
to be and does not constitute legal
advice. When an authority exercises
its power of eminent domain, it is
very important that it engage legal
and appraisal professionals who are
experienced in condemnation in order
to assure that its eminent domain
power is properly exercised and that it
obtains the property necessary for its
public project in a timely manner.
About the Writers. Dennis Estis and
John Reilly are partners in Greenbaum Rowe Smith & Davis, which has
offices in Woodbridge and Roseland.
To reach them, call 732.476.2512.
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Providing Comprehensive
Wastewater and Water Supply Services
Since 1915

Modernization of a 1920’s Vintage Pump Station
in New Jersey

Facility Planning • Treatment Plant and Pumping Station Design • Industrial Waste
Contamination Assessment and Remediation • GIS • Hydraulic Modeling • System Planning
Water Supply • Transmission • Groundwater and Surface Water Treatment • Geotechnical
Stormwater System Design and Management • Water Resources Planning

Small Changes
Big Savings
Minor equipment modifications, improved
processes and electrical demand management
at three plants will reduce HRSD’s operating
costs by over $400,000 annually. This is where
great begins.

South Plainfield, NJ 908.755.0040 • Mount Laurel, NJ 856.802.9930 • Newark, NJ 973.368.0762
www.gannettfleming.com • Offices Worldwide
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hdrinc.com

Hatch Mott
MacDonald

wastewater
water & water services
municipal engineering
environment
tunnels
aviation
rail & transit
ports & harbors
architectural services
pipeline services
highways & bridges
information management
operating services

NJ Offices
Iselin | Perryville | Freehold
Cape May Ct. House
offices across North America

800.832.3272

www.hatchmott.com

*Hatch Mott MacDonald’s new headquarters location:

111 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, NJ 08830-4112
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The Association of Environmental Authorities
2333 Whitehorse-Mercerville Road, Suite 2, Mercerville, NJ 08619
609-584-1877 | Fax: 609-584-8271

This newsletter is published by the Association of Environmental
Authorities of New Jersey three times a year as a service to its
members. No material maybe reprinted from this publication
without the express permission of the editor. The Association
of Environmental Authorities of New Jersey assumes no
responsibility for opinions or statements of facts expressed by
contributors or advertisers, and editorials do not necessarily
represent official policy of the organization. Display and
classified advertisements are included as an educational service to
our readers. Advertising rates and information may be obtained
by calling 609.584.1877 or by referring to the
AEA web site www.aeanj.org.
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AEA is a nonprofit association
of governmental agencies
and supporting private
businesses that are dedicated
to maintaining and
improving New Jersey’s land
and water environment by
providing high-quality water,
wastewater and solid waste
utility services to New Jersey
businesses and residents at
reasonable rates.

